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Abstract

The role of the leaders in attaining quality outcomes is considered critical as this measures how they manage people. The researcher’s interest sought to discover the efficacy of the faculty members of the College of Nursing in submitting themselves to cooperate in the school’s mission accomplishment in relation to the way they are being managed by their department leaders. The study aimed to determine the nursing leadership and self-efficacy of the nursing faculty towards mission accomplishment. Descriptive-correlational research was employed with an adapted questionnaire used and modified. Respondents included 112 full-time and part-time faculty members of the college. Descriptive analysis was used to characterize the variables while Pearson r and t-test were applied to treat the hypotheses. The study revealed that the nursing faculty expressed a strong self-efficacy when they democratically self-regulate with guidance provided by their leaders when needed. It is concluded that the self-efficacy of the nursing faculty is significantly influenced by the leadership qualities of their nurse leaders. Thus, it is recommended that leadership training and mentoring program, and team building activities must be provided to the faculty to enhance self-efficacy. Self-check must also be practiced by nurse managers.
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Introduction

Leaders are said to be effective if they can make their people follow willingly and voluntarily, make them maximize their full potentials and be dedicated participants in the fulfillment of the organizational goals. The role of the leaders in attaining quality outcomes is considered critical as this measures their capability of how they manage people. After all, leadership is not only all about being the best conceptually and technically. Leadership is also about human relation.

Working with the administration for sometime gave the researcher an opportunity to look into the nature of the interaction between the leaders and the work group. Getting involved with the people whose needs and sources of satisfaction differ from one another, and whose readiness to follow command spells success, it can be realized in a more complex thought that in an organization there is one critical relationship that definitely defines the accomplishment of the organizational goal. It became the researcher’s interest to discover the efficacy of the faculty members of the College of Nursing in submitting themselves to cooperate in the school’s mission accomplishment in relation to the way they are being managed by their department leaders.

The study aimed to determine the leadership of the College of Nursing and the self-efficacy of the nursing faculty towards mission accomplishment. Specifically, the study sought to establish and find out: 1) the demographic profile of the members of the nursing faculty of the Lyceum of the Philippines University; 2) the perceptions of the nursing faculty on leadership in terms of ideal quality of a leader and manifested qualities of the nurse managers; 3) the extent to which the nursing faculty will manifest self-efficacy towards mission accomplishment; and 4) propose measures that may enhance the leadership qualities in the nursing department.

The following hypotheses were tested. 1) There is no significant difference between the perceived ideal qualities of nurse leaders and the manifested qualities of the nurse managers of the College of Nursing; and 2) There is no significant relationship between self-efficacy and the ideal qualities of nurse leaders and manifested qualities of nurse managers.

Methodology

The study employed the descriptive-correlational design with aim to describe relationships among the variables rather than to infer cause-and-effect relationship (Polit & Beck 2008). Description was applied to discover the present characteristics of the members of the nursing faculty and their perceptions on the qualities of a leader and the manifested qualities of the present nurse managers, as well as the extent to which the nursing faculty manifested self-efficacy towards mission accomplishment. Correlational design was applied to determine the significant relationship between self-efficacy and the ideal characteristics of a leader and the manifested qualities of the nurse leaders.

Using the purposive non-probability sampling technique, the participants of the study constituted the 112 nursing faculty members. It does not include the four level coordinators who form part of the administrative personnel in the department during the research period. An
adapted instrument on Leadership and Followership Style test by David R. Drew (Douglass 1992) was utilized. However, some parts of the questionnaire were modified to fit into the need of the present study. The instrument was validated through review and scrutiny of an expert.

To facilitate the analysis of the study, the descriptive analysis and inferential statistics were applied. In establishing whether any significant differences exist between the perceived ideal qualities of the nurse leaders and the manifested qualities of the nurse managers, t-test was utilized. Pearson r was applied to determine whether significant relationship existed between self-efficacy and the ideal qualities of nurse leaders and the manifested qualities of nurse managers.

**Results and Discussions**

The findings revealed that the nursing faculties are in their productive years. Mcshane and Glinow (2003) explained that there were three generation groups to which employees can be categorized. It shows that this group is composed of novice workers who still need to develop their competency as teachers. Faculty members with 3 – 4 years have teaching competencies that are already imbedded as they have spent years of practicing their craft. Those whose experience falls within 7 years and above are nurses whose expertise are already deeply interwoven in their profession. The results showed that the College of Nursing is making its stand in complying with the requirement of the nursing education as stipulated in the nursing law. Republic Act No. 9173 Section 27 which provides the qualifications of a nursing faculty (Baldago 2002).

The findings also show that majority of the graduates prefer to serve the school rather than work in other institutions. The culture that had been molded within them as a Lycean during their college years had grown into commitment and dedication for their Alma Mater. This finding gets support from Ivancevich, Konopaske and Matteson (2005) who explained that in organizations, attitude is strengthened when employees have a solid comprehension of the company. Employees feel disconnected when they don’t know what’s going on. This uncertainty calls for improved communication processes as well as opportunities to work in various parts of the organization.

The faculty members perceived that an ideal leader is somebody who possesses the qualities of a democratic leader. Ideally, leaders should be familiar with the capabilities of their subordinates. As a democratic way of thinking, faculty members believe that in decision making, leaders should also accommodate members’ opinion especially if issues being attended to are of their concern. Democratic leaders as described by Asperas, Galang and Bautista (2005) involve their followers in the decision making process. They are people-oriented and focus on human relations and teamwork as a result democratic leadership leads to increased productivity and job satisfaction. Lewis, Goodman & Fandt (2003) mentioned that leaders involve creating the vision so that everyone understands and believes in it, in an environment that inspires and motivates people to overcome obstacles thus brings about change. Drafke (2006) stated that the workers like to feel that their ideas are important and tend to feel considerably more committed to changes and decision making in which they participate aside from developing greater feelings of self-esteem when they feel that they have been trusted to make competent. Weinrich & Koontz (2005) mentioned that a leader ranges from the person who does not take action without
subordinates on proposed actions and decisions and encourages participation. However, analyzing the findings revealed that some qualities which were negative turned out to be positive to the perception of the faculty as seen in items which were given interpretation as “agree”. This only shows that faculty members differ in the way they perceive what an ideal quality of a leader should be.

However, the perceptions of the respondents on the manifested qualities described which characterize an autocratic leader obtained higher mean as compared to their perception of an ideal quality of a leader on same items. The results show that although least manifested, the faculty members have exhibited some qualities of an autocratic leader by the way they manage their subordinates.

Bandura (1997) cited social persuasions as a reason for the encouragement and/or discouragement. Where positive persuasions increase self-efficacy, negative persuasions decrease it. It is generally easier to decrease someone’s self-efficacy than to increase it. Sutton (1995) provides a concrete explanation that people with high self-efficacy have a “can-do attitude” towards specific task and, more generally, towards other challenges in life. Some companies increase this can-do attitude by assuring employees that they have the necessary competencies, clear role perceptions, and favorable situational conditions to reach the desired levels of performance. This involves properly matching employees to jobs on the basis of their abilities, clearly communicating the tasks required for the job, and providing sufficient resources for them to accomplish those tasks.

Significant difference is seen between the perceived ideal qualities of the nurse leaders and the perceived manifested qualities of the nurse managers. The manifested qualities of nurse leaders suggest more closely of an autocratic leader which are in contrary to what they believe should be the ideal qualities of nurse managers. Since both variables resulted to same findings of high significance the null hypotheses for both relationships are rejected, thus, accepting the alternative hypotheses. There is a significant relationship between the ideal qualities of nurse leaders and faculty members’ self-efficacy towards mission accomplishment. There is also a significant relationship between the manifested qualities of the nurse managers of the College of Nursing and the self-efficacy towards mission accomplishment of the faculty members. Literature explains that good management and leadership are critical for organizations to function and thrive. Personal values become the basis of leadership. By demonstrating leadership values in ones actions, a person becomes a powerful role model for staff. In order to lead well, it is important to model integrity, respect for others, and commitment to learning and healthy risk-taking.

**Conclusion**

Based on the results of the study, several conclusions were given. First, majority of the faculty members of the College of Nursing are young, novice to proficient nurses who have great zeal for professionalism. Second, the ideal qualities and manifested qualities of the nurse managers are those possessed by a democratic leader, however, certain qualities of an autocratic leader are also manifested evidently by the nurse managers. Third, the faculty members expressed very likely self-efficacy towards mission accomplishment. Fourth, hypotheses testing
indicated rejection of the two null hypotheses and acceptance of their alternative hypotheses. Therefore, the study concludes that significant differences exist between the ideal qualities and the manifested qualities of the nurse managers. There is also significant relationship between self-efficacy and the ideal qualities and the manifested qualities of nurse managers.

**Recommendation**

The following recommendations were given. A leadership training program may be provided to enhance the leadership quality of the nurse managers and the faculty members. Mentorship program for the faculty members as preparation for some future leadership role may be offered. Team building activities for the managers and the faculty members may be done to enhance leader-followership role. Self-check may be performed by nurse managers to identify weaknesses that need improvement. The proposed measures to enhance the leadership and self-efficacy of nurse leaders and faculty be implemented and thereafter evaluated for its application. Future researchers may look into other variables not included in the study that might affect the self-efficacy of the nursing faculty.
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